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Across
1. period of rapid growth in the speed 

and convenienceof travel.

5. he invented the steamboat.

7. supreme court case regarding 

interstate commerce and reinforcing 

federal government power over the 

states.

11. this was used to make railroad 

tracks.

13. area in the U.S. where most textile 

mills were located

14. event that led American 

Manufacturion to be less dependant of 

foreign goods.

19. industry with some of the most 

powerful business in the U.S.

20. founder of the Lowell Female 

Labor Reform Association.

22. British mechanic who built the new 

textile machines in the U.S.

23. built along streams to use the 

water power.

24. name of the first U.S. steamboat 

built by Robert Fulton

25. productions of large numbes of 

identical products.

26. hiring young unmarried women 

from farms to work in textile mills.

27. he built a small locomotive called 

the Tom Thumb

Down
2. New Ingland business man whose 

mills did multiple steps in the same mill.

3. protests of work refusals staged by 

union members to meet their demands.

4. pieces of products that are exactly 

the same.

6. period of rapid growth in the use of 

machines in manufaturing.

8. the Industrial recolution first 

started in the this country.

9. tools used to do work or produce 

items.

10. Samuel Slater's strategy of hiring 

families to do divided factory work.

12. perfected the first telograph.

15. cloth items.

16. invented the water frame

17. replaced wood as the main source 

of power for locomotives.

18. groups that tried to improve pay 

and working conditions for their 

members.

21. first used interchangable parts.


